
 John Emmerson Batty Primary School Knowledge Mat  

Year 1: Plants 
Subject Specific Vocabulary Memorable Image Exciting Books 

observe To watch carefully  
 
 
 

  

blend 
Mix together 2 or more colours or shades 
so the join is not noticeable 

watercolour Paint that is mixed with water. Sticky Assessment Knowledge 

clay 
Moist, stiff earth that is used for making 
brick, pottery and tile. 

 I can record and explore ideas from 

first-hand observation 
Useful Websites 

collage 
A type of artwork in which different kids of 
materials are pasted onto a surface to 
make a picture. 

 I can begin to explore the use of line, 

shape and colour 

 I can develop a wide range of art and 

design techniques in using colour, 

pattern, texture, line, shape, form and 

space  

How to Draw a Rose - Rose Drawing for 
kids - Rose Coloring for Children - Bing 
video 
 
How to Draw a Rose - Rose Drawing for 
kids - Rose Coloring for Children - Bing 
video 
 
What is a pattern? (wmgallery.org.uk) 
 
William Morris KS1 & KS2 PowerPoint - 
Primary Resources (twinkl.co.uk) 
 
V&A · The World's Leading Museum Of Art 
And Design (vam.ac.uk) 
 

texture Feel or look of a surface. 

pattern 
An arrangement of shapes, lines, letters, 
numbers or colours that can be repeated or 
used again and again. 

 I can manipulate clay in a variety of ways, 

e.g. rolling, kneading and shaping.  

 I can explore sculpture with a range of 

malleable media, especially clay.  

designer 
A person who makes or draws plans for 
creating something. 

 I can use a wide variety of media, Inc. 

photocopied material, fabric, plastic, 

tissue, magazines, crepe paper, etc. 

 I can experiment with, construct and join 

recycled, natural and man-made materials 

repeated To do something over again. 
 I can build a repeating pattern and 

recognise pattern in the environment. 

 I can explore the work of artists, 

craftspeople and designers in different 

times and cultures.  

Misconceptions and Facts 

  

 

 Petals are all the same shape and size 

and appear ‘flat’ 
 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+a+rose+for+kids&docid=608026542001819284&mid=3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+a+rose+for+kids&docid=608026542001819284&mid=3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+a+rose+for+kids&docid=608026542001819284&mid=3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+a+rose+for+kids&docid=608026542001819284&mid=3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+a+rose+for+kids&docid=608026542001819284&mid=3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+a+rose+for+kids&docid=608026542001819284&mid=3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F3CEE7DCAF9E29D186F0F&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.wmgallery.org.uk/media/_file/learning/What_is_a_Pattern_Power_Point_Presentation_28-09-13.pdf
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-a-105-new-william-morris-powerpoint
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-a-105-new-william-morris-powerpoint
https://www.vam.ac.uk/
https://www.vam.ac.uk/

